KENYA
dig it

RIDE REPORT

A prologue, he called it. RVO organiser Eric Nesbitt, as Tim Brink
quickly discovered, could be Kenya’s very own Dr Evil.

THE THREE-DAY
Standard and Chartered Rift
Valley Odyssey (RVO) is actually
a four-day affair, if you fall for
the optional-yet-gentle-prologue
line. Starting at 2 200m, there is
no oxygen for us coastal types
and, as the route jags through
the tea plantations north of
Nairobi, the rate at which you
accumulate climbing metres
hurts. A lot.
By the time we sat down to
lunch, we had ridden 49,5km
and climbed 1 285m, roughly
the same as the Cape Argus
Pick n Pay Cycle Tour does in
more than double the distance.
It was already obvious that a
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hiding was imminent.
Our first taste of the hospitality
that would characterise this
trip came on landing at Jomo
Kenyatta International airport
in Nairobi. With international
arrivals wedged into what
appeared to be an overgrown
shipping container, we spotted
a customs official holding an
RVO placard, and suddenly
Max Knox and I realised there
were more than 20 other riders
on the flight from Joburg. It was
to be the last time we would
be strangers.
Travelling in Africa can be
trying, but this event obviously
carries some clout, as a pile

of passports was whisked
away while we waited for our
baggage, stamped in our
absence, and returned as we
boarded our buses outside the
airport a short while later.
I use the word buses loosely.
Large taxi is more appropriate
and, as we settled in and seminervously discussed the riding
ahead, we were upgraded to
minor terror as our driver was
directed the wrong way round
Nairobi’s major traffic circle (by
a policeman), an adventure he
tackled with what we would soon
learn was normal bravado.
We made it to Brackenhurst,
the Christian retreat that would

be our home for two nights, in
one piece, but needing a drink.
Unfortunately, as a Christian
retreat, that was not possible,
so we built our bikes instead.
Dinner was a communal affair
in the mess hall – filling and
wholesome, but still dry. A stark
contrast to the cussing American
missionary students who filled
the free-Wi-Fi café after dinner. ›

ABOVE: Mud, glorious mud.
Rain was never far away.
OPPOSITE: The tea plantations
north of Nairobi were a
photographic dream – and steep.
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RIDE WITH AN EGYPTIAN
Brackenhurst is set in the tea
plantations that make this
part of the world famous, and
in slight drizzle we left the
following morning, guided by
my partner for the event, Fady
Rostom. A native Kenyan of
Egyptian descent, Fady proved
worryingly strong as we set out,
and was also a Garmin virgin,
as this was the first navigationonly event either of us would
be riding. After much pushing
and prodding, we found the
tracks we needed and headed
out into the lushest, greenest
landscape imaginable.
Mile upon mile of tea hedge
(attempting to stay upright,
I dabbed a foot into one, and
they are not soft and silky
bushes…) dotted with bentdouble pickers opened up into
tropical forests with waterfalls,
slippery descents and sublime
singletrack. So good was
the riding on this little test
stage, we hardly noticed the
brutal climbing.
Dinner that evening was at
Limuru’s finest establishment:
Brown’s, which is famous for
its cheese. Cheeses, actually.
More varieties than we thought
possible kept streaming out of
the kitchen, each more delicious
than the last, and thankfully the
climbing earlier on had built an
extra-large appetite for the pizza
that followed.
Two busloads of happy
campers headed back to
Brackenhurst (tipsy, in some
cases, at last – antioxidants are
very important), only to lie in
their beds and ponder whether
the old wives’ tale about eating
cheese before bed did in fact
contribute to insomnia.
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UP AND AWAY

2

ONE: Early-morning giraffedodging is excellent fun.
TWO: Blind bomb-blast survivor
Douglas Sidialo rode the full route.
He was taken off navigation duties
on day two.
THREE: Wet logs. Plastic shoes.
Steely grip.

don’t get lost in the machinations
some of the larger events boast.
OK, so you are never quite
sure when dinner is, or where
you are sleeping, but it doesn’t
matter because everything is
so relaxed. At 8.03am and a
few seconds, Eric kinda said we
could go now, so we did.
The first half of this full day
was, once more, through the
plantations and forests we had
tasted already. We tried hard
to behave, and let Max and his

At 8am sharp, a nervous
gathering of nearly 120 mountain
bikers, from seven nations, lined
up to find out when they would
actually be starting this big
adventure. One of the charms
of the RVO is that it is still small
enough, in its third year, that you
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Day two was billed as the hard
one, and Eric didn’t disappoint.
After a run-in with some
Rothschild’s giraffe early on
(while I could still hang with the
Big Names), we dropped back
and enjoyed a gentle, climbing
15km roll to the foot of the most
horrible thing I have ever been
asked to trudge up. Thankfully,
it was overcast, and it only took
an hour or so of push/rest/swear/
sweat/push, but finally we made
it to the water point at a shade
over 2 700m, the highest point
on the race.
At just 40km ridden, I was
finished. Fortunately, it was all
downhill for the next 25km, Eric
said with his fingers crossed.
In fairness, there was an awful
lot of incredibly fun descending
from this point. We were hitting
60km/h regularly on donkey
tracks and “roads”, and I even
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RIFT AND REWARD
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to our Lake Naivasha camp for
the next two nights. Spot on
100km, and 2 400m later, we
had spent over nine hours on
the bike. Partly because I was
unfit, but also partly because
this route was virtually 100%
mountain biking. Max and David
took seven and a quarter hours
as a benchmark.
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partner, Kenyan legend and
Froome-mentor David Kinjah,
head off into the clouds and take
a good quarter of the field with
them. I say we. I should say I,
as my apparent lack of altitude
attitude rendered me pathetic as
soon as the road tilted upwards.
Which it did, as we climbed
along a grassy, wooded ridge
overlooking the Rift Valley,
staring longingly at the warm
sunshine in the valley below. It
was drizzling on and off most of
the morning but remained dry
for the first big descent of the
day, a gnarly, rocky whoopfest
with a 200-foot penalty to the
left. And an hour-long trudge
in driving monsoon to get back
out of it. “Misery” does not

I had four hours of riding through fields of
barley, Masai villages, goat tracks and a
series of five game reserves to finish, all
on my own
adequately cover how I felt here,
but this is a family magazine so
it will have to do.
The reward was the final
drop into the valley, a crazy,
open cow-field descent that let
you pick any of a dozen lines,
risk-free, and made all the dark
clouds go away. A stonking
tailwind along the railway line
and a smattering of district road
brought us into game country.
Giraffe, wildebeest, baboon,
bokkies of a dozen types, zebra
and birds of prey all guided us

conspired to nudge a donkey
at one point. Thankfully, some
emergency braking meant it was
a snuggle, not full contact. More
scary were the countless times
we would approach a donkey
grazing on one side of the path,
its tether rope slack across the
trail, pegged in on the other
side. Close your eyes, be the
first one through and hope it
doesn’t startle and do something
stupid for rider number two…
This was pretty much the
most danger we faced on
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Ride it!
The 2014 Rift Valley
Odyssey will be expanding,
and we can’t wait! It will
now cover five days, 400km
and 7 500m of ascent, from
26–30 September. The
team has also announced
two feeder events, to give a
taste of the Big One.

15–16 MARCH
Malepo Hills
140km in two days

17–18 MAY
Sagana Hills
140km in two days

26–30 SEPTEMBER

the entire ride, outside the
maniacal motorcycle taxis that
pop out of nowhere.
The final stretch of this day
was fairly uninspiring. Let me be
kind. The only way back from the
earlier playground was through
the massively industrial area
where the Kenyan Government
is drawing energy from natural
hot-water geysers: graded
roads, trucks, noises, smells –
not the African Experience we
had signed up for.
A thunderstorm in the final
10 minutes washed all those
troubles away, leaving me
shivering yet sunburnt on the
finish line. Another 78km done,
with nearly 2 900m climbed.
Dinner was more than welcome.

A LITTLE FREEWHEELING
We headed out through the
same herd of giraffe on day
three, and I set Fady free to go
and play with Max and David.
Best. Decision. Ever. He had
a ball, and I had four hours of
riding through fields of barley,
Masai villages, goat tracks and
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a series of five game reserves
to finish, all on my own. We
are blessed, living on this
continent and having access
to open space and silence,
no matter how city-dweller we
have become. There was a fair
amount of climbing, again, but it
all felt manageable, almost fun,
with super-fast descents and

I took a detour
to the lake and
watched a gazillion
flamingos pinking
plenty of slippery mud mixing
it up, keeping my mind on the
riding a little too. A shorter day,
just 68km, and with a measly
2 200m of climbing, our ride
was at an end.
I dawdled a lot in the final
reserve. I stopped and watched
a trio of warthoglets wallowing
and chasing each other in the
mud. I took a detour to the
lake and watched a gazillion
flamingos pinking. And I didn’t

ABOVE: A rare donkey-free picture.
The local support was as friendly
as anywhere we have ridden.

even take out my camera,
because there was no way I
could capture these places, or
this event, adequately. Food for
the soul, yet utterly depressing,
as I knew it was back to reality
the following day.
The trip back to Nairobi
was, once more, in death-wish
taxis, but we were all a lot more
relaxed by now. The highlight
was whipping out the phone
and measuring the tar pass out
of the valley, only to discover
that by bus we still couldn’t steal
Kinjah’s KOM… We were stuck
in heavy traffic, so he is forgiven.
As we got closer to the
capital, the severity of the
terrorist attack that had
happened the previous evening
became more apparent, with a
military presence quite unlike
anything we’d seen on the
way out. We spent the night at

Standard and Chartered Rift
Valley Odyssey
400km in five days
www.riftvalleyodyssey.com

Other
Kenya
options
LAIKIPIAXC STAGE RACE
3–8 February
400km over five days
www.laikipiaxc.com

MT KENYA DARE
11–19 February
Riding, hiking, rafting
and more
info@detourtrails.co.za

the Country Lodge hotel, some
4km from the Westgate Mall, and
could see the smoke rising as
we headed out to the airport the
following morning. An incredibly
sad way to end a wonderful ride,
hosted by wonderful people, in a
very special place.
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